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the pasteurization of france - journalsgepub - the pasteurization of france les microbes. guerre et paix,
suivi de irreductions. bruno latour (editions a. m. metailie, paris, 1984). pp. 281. 90 ff. bruno latour
canjustifiably claim to be the leading phenomenologist, indeed, poet, ofthe laboratory. kuhn and ravetz have
alerted us to the importance of forum: bruno latour on rhetoric - tandfonline - forum: bruno latour on
rhetoric introduction and interview with bruno latour it used to be that only rhetoricians of science and
technology read bruno latour. ... in the second half of the pasteurization of france,latourgivesa 404 forum. vivid
description of this shift from a “reductionist to an irreductionist philoso-phy” (154): the pasteurization of
france (book). - prism.ucalgary - latour, bruno. the pasteurization of france. harvard univ. pr. 1988. c.266p.
tr. by alan sheridan & john law. bibliog. in- dex. isbn 0-674-65760-8. $30. sci in examining pasteur's influence
on the history and sociology of medicine, la- tour focuses on the phenomenon of a rhetoric, narrative and
argument in bruno latour’s science ... - rhetoric, narrative and argument in bruno latour’s science in
action latour must be read reflexively. he discusses pasteur’s recruitment of unlikely allies, and we should
investigate how he summons us to his colours. (simon schaffer, review essay on the pasteurization of france
(1991, 179.)) science in action latour pdf - wordpress - engineers through society isbn 0-674-79291-2 is
an influential book by bruno latour. science in action latour 1987 ... science in action latour pdf ... latour, 1987,
the pasteurization of france latour, 1988 and we. the materiality of things? the author(s) 2012 bruno
latour ... - bruno latour, charles pe´guy and the history of science henning schmidgen universita¨t
regensburg, germany ... woolgar, 1979) and the pasteurization of france (1988) in particular, problems of
exegesis and tradition provide important stimuli for the analysis of scientific texts. in this edcp 571 bruno
latour and the postsecular turn in sts ... - bruno latour and the postsecular turn in sts lecture notes s.
petrina (26 september 2013) 1. latour and sts ... c. bruno latour: hybrid thoughts in a hybrid world (2011): i.
the works of bruno latour have emerged as some of the most original, wide- ... [the pasteurization of france]
(1984/1988) edcp 501: bruno latour and sts lecture notes the ‘physiologization’ of skiing: the lab as an
obligatory ... - in the pasteurization of france, bruno latour argued that the rise of hygiene was dependent on
collaboration between pasteur, the hygiene movement, scientists and others. he also pointed at the
importance of obligatory passage points such as the pasteurian laboratory, to ensure the scientization and
rationalization of hygiene. the importance of bruno latour for philosophy - graham harman—the
importance of bruno latour 31 few contemporary thinkers have met with a stranger fate than bruno latour. in
certain portions of the academic world, he is a recognised superstar. his actor-network theory has ... title the
pasteurization of france.2 it is interesting to wonder what might have happened if bruno latour in pieces project muse - bruno latour in pieces schmidgen, henning, custance, gloria published by fordham university
press schmidgen, henning & custance, gloria. bruno latour in pieces: an intellectual biography. part i reading
lists - english.ucla - latour, bruno. we have never been modern, the pasteurization of france latour, bruno
and stephen woolgar. laboratory life lyotard, jean-francois. the postmodern condition martin, emily. flexible
bodies merchant, carolyn. the death of nature bruno latour. aramis, or the love of technology ... - bruno
latour. aramis, or the love ... or the love of technology. translated by catherine porter. (harvard university
press, 1996) reviewed in american scientist 85 (march ... (1987), the pasteurization of france (1988), and we
have never been modern (1993). there they will find latour as sociologist, historian, and philosopher presenting
in ... actor network theory - sage publications - actor network theory actor network theory (ant), also
known as enrolment theory or the sociology of translation, emerged during the mid-1980s, primarily with the
work of bruno latour, michel callon, and john law. ant is a conceptual frame ... the pasteurization of france.
cambridge, ma: harvard university press. ———. 1999. “on recalling ...
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